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theSound
ofArisaig
Tom Langlands visits the Sound
of Arisaig and celebrates the
Scotland’s bio-diversity

I

am approaching Glenuig along the
shoreline of Loch Ailort on the west
coast of Scotland. This area is part of
the Morar, Moidart and Ardnamurchan
National Scenic Area, and it is not difficult
to see why. The rugged hills around me,
with the beautiful blue waters of the Sound
of Arisaig stretching across to Rum, Eigg
and Muck before me, are precisely why I
love this part of Scotland. It does something for the soul.
Standing on the edge of Glenuig Bay,
a golden eagle circles overhead and a lone
red deer stag monitors my presence as
several sheep wander idly by. A few isolated boats float calmly in the bay, and a
coastal otter plays in the seaweed along
the rocky shoreline. Nearby, a statuesque
heron surveys the scene, and a goldeneye
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bobs on the gentle waves. My presence
sends a black-throated diver and redbreasted merganser into their hunting
ground below the surface.
The tide is receding, leaving behind
only the smell of salt-laden air and an uneven carpet of sand, rock-pools, shells and
slippery, brown seaweed. Local communities once harvested this seaweed on behalf
of landowners, who could make significant
profits from its sale because of its use in
soap and glass production. Sadly, the collapse of income from seaweed, along with
the introduction of sheep farming, were
both significant factors in the Highland
Clearances. At various locations along this
coastline the crumbling ruins of old cottages from those times can still be found,
and the poignancy of the scene before me

is not lost as I watch the sheep skirt the
seaweed-covered foreshore.
Another kind of seaweed – maerl - may
be found in the waters offshore, and it is
this form of coralline algae which makes
this place ecologically important. Maerl
does not anchor itself to the seabed or
rocks like other types of seaweed, but instead spreads out in flat sprawling beds
along the sandy sea floor. It has a hard,
chalk-like skeleton built up of lime deposits, and it grows as small round nodules or
“twigs” covering the sea floor. When alive,
it is a beautiful reddish pink colour, and
when dead it turns white.
New maerl will overlay some of the
dead maerl as it breaks down. Many of the
stunning, sparkling white beaches found
on the west coast of Scotland, including
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those at nearby Arisaig, are not made solely of crushed seashells
nor of coral, as many assume, but instead derive their tropical
island appearance from dead maerl deposits that have been
abraded, crushed and washed up on the shore. There, the broken
pieces of seaweed continue to bleach under the rays of the sun.
Maerl is only found in a few places in Europe and relies upon
pollution-free water. It needs sunlight in order to grow, and can
only survive in clear water to a depth of around 20 metres. Although its calcareous structure renders it hard, it is also brittle
and can only survive where tidal movements and currents are not
too strong. Gentle tidal movement keeps the maerl washed free of
sandy deposits, but more severe movement will cause it to break.
In some places where the tidal movement is not so strong as
to cause serious damage, the maerle will form rippling patterns
over the seabed as it adapts to the shifting sands. A number of
areas around Scotland (and Ireland) host conditions which are
perfect for maerl to grow.
Following a four-year study of Scottish sea lochs, commissioned by the UK’s Joint Nature Conservation Committee, it was
discovered that some of those adjoining the Sound of Arisaig had
the richest maerl beds found in Scotland. For this reason a large
area of sea between the Ardnish and Ardnamurchan peninsulas
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and west of Glenuig is designated as a marine Special Area of
Conservation (mSAC).
Peter Tevendale is the former Project Officer for the Sound
of ArisaigmSAC and also Loch Sunart SAC. He has a marine biology degree from St Andrews University, has worked in the fish
farming (mussels and salmon) and tourism industries, and wrote
the management strategy for the Sound of ArisaigmSAC. The key
objectives of the management plan are to protect the maerl beds
while also ensuring that existing communities, some of which
rely upon the sea, do not suffer as a consequence.
“Maerl is extremely slow growing,” Tevendale explained.
“Beds of maerl are found in abundance in the Sound of Arisaig
at over a metre depth. These maerl beds are extremely delicate
and have been growing since the last Ice Age, 12,000 years ago,
and they won’t grow back for another 12,000 years if we destroy
them.”
Human activity poses the greatest danger to the maerl beds.
Changes to water quality - such as chemical, effluent or sediment
run-off from land, as well as scallop dredging, benthic (bottom)
trawling, drilling or other operations that disturb the seabed - can
all have serious consequences. Little evidence exists that marinebased tourism activities such as kayaking, diving and sailing have
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any significant impact upon the maerl beds. However, dragging
boat anchors over these fragile seaweed beds can result in damage that will take years to repair.
In some places maerl is extracted in order to use its calciumrich skeleton as a fertilizer for spreading over fields. It was a practice crofters once carried out, but continues on an industrial scale
in other parts of the world. Maerl is also used in the treatment of
osteoporosis, and for assisting in the filtration of water and as a
supplement in animal feed. While fertilizing the land with maerl
may assist some land-based crops to grow, the harvesting of living maerl has a devastating effect upon the ecology of the marine
environment.
Maerl is not only a living organism; the maerl beds are a key
living space for certain marine species. “They are an important
habitat because they form a nursery matrix for many other species.” Tevendale notes. “The Sound of Arisaig also happens to
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be at the southernmost limit of many northern species and the
northernmost limit of southern species. In its overlap area you
find huge biodiversity.”
The maerle beds in the Sound of Arisaig are home to specific
types of starfish, crabs and anemones as well as other invertebrates and algae that cannot be found anywhere else.
The good news is that new maerl beds are coming to light, including the recent discovery of some extensive ones in the waters of
Wester Ross. However, this news must be balanced against the
news that beds known to have existed previously can no longer
be found, serving to reinforce why it is necessary to protect the
valuable maerl beds in the sea lochs around the Sound of Arisaig.
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